Best practices

INTRODUCING THE NEW I.D.E.A. HUB!

INTERNATIONAL * DATA * EXCHANGE * ADVANCEMENTS
Purpose

The new **I.D.E.A. Hub** has been launched to create a space to share information about innovative pilots and projects with colleagues across the world.
Three Systems

- Submission System – For submitting Pilot Projects
- Approval System – For vetting and approving (or not) Pilot Projects
- Publication System – For showcasing approved pilot projects

http://www.groningendeclaration.org/best-practices/
Submission Form used by Pilot Leads

Pilot leads wishing to profile their work on the Groningen Site go to the "Best Practices" section of the Groningen site.
Admin System: Automated Email to Pilot Lead

An automated email is sent to the original submitter of the Pilot to ensure they are immediately advised of the decision rendered by the Co-Chairs. Or they are notified if more information is needed.
Review Criteria

1. The lead organization is a member of, or signatory to, the GDN; or,

2. Is an officially recognized entity, such as an accredited postsecondary institution, a government agency, an officially recognized and trusted data exchange hub, a trusted technology provider that supports secure data exchange, or a consortium of organizations that meet the above criteria;

3. The submission is informative, complete and well-presented;

4. The submission is not designed to solicit new business, rather it is intended to advance our collective understanding and experience with new ways to enhance secure and trusted data exchange worldwide.
Publication View: Profiling Approved Pilots

• The only pilots that will be published on the Groningen site meet the following three criteria:
  1. The Co-Chairs formally approved the Pilot in the Administrative System AND
  2. The original submitter of the Pilot provided permission to publish AND
  3. The Co-Chairs clicked on “Live” when approving the pilot.

• The Publication View is set up to ensure that only those Pilots that meet the above criteria are automatically viewable on the Groningen site.

• All others will be in the database but behind the scenes.
Publication of Pilots: Showing Casing

When approvals happen, the Pilots are automatically published to the Groningen Website.

The Goal? Fully automated service from start to finish with just-in-time communications and service, and easy and efficient administration.
Visitors to the Groningen Best Practices site can search by country using this form to find Pilot project information. Hitting “Search” gets them to where they need to go quickly.
All Pilot details are readily available.

And it is possible to “Search Again” as necessary.
Connecting People and Ideas

http://www.groningendendeclaration.org/best-practices/